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PROJECTILE TRACKING SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to infrared imaging 
methods and systems. More particularly, this invention 
relates to determining the track of a projectile using a 
thermal signature ?ngerprint of the projectile. 

[0003] 2. Description of Prior Art 

[0004] Existing counter-sniper systems predominantly use 
a passive sensor, Which measures naturally available energy 
emitted by the target, rather than an active sensor, Which 
actively emits radiation and uses the back re?ection to detect 
objects. The passive sensors can be further categoriZed as 
acoustic and thermal infrared as Well as hybrid sensors 
Which fuse multiple sensing mechanisms. Acoustic sensors 
are usually microphone arrays that triangulate their recorded 
signals (e. g. sound Wave produced by the targeted object) to 
rectify the source location. The bene?ts of using acoustic 
sensors are that they provide omni-directional detection and 
are inexpensive to build. HoWever, this technology is not 
completely appropriate for detecting subsonic projectiles or 
for detecting supersonic projectiles that arrive at the target 
prior to the arrival of the acoustical energy generated by the 
?ring of these projectiles. Moreover, muZZle blasts are often 
interfered With by background noise (e. g. sea current, urban 
noises) and/or signals that have similar propagation speeds. 

[0005] Due to the disadvantages of acoustic sensing, ther 
mal imaging technology has become an alternative option to 
scientists and engineers for counter-sniper targeting sys 
tems. For thermal imaging, hot spots in the image are used 
to detect the muZZle ?ash and/or the projectiles in ?ight. An 
example of thermal imaging is infrared radiation (IR) imag 
ing, Where infrared detectors are categoriZed as (1) thermal 
detectors that sense the changes of temperature of a sensing 
element heated by incoming IR radiation and (2) photon 
detectors that convert incoming photons directly into an 
electrical signal. 

[0006] Even though IR imaging provides images that 
might represent the bullet discharge (muZZle ?ash) as Well as 
the projectile in ?ight, the existing counter-sniper targeting 
systems that use this technology fail in many cases to locate 
a sniper. This is due to the fact that these systems rely on 
knoWing the time of ?ring of the bullet in order to properly 
model the path of the bullet. 

[0007] For instance, U.S. Pat. No. 5,596,509 to Karr 
teaches, as shoWn in FIG. 1 (PRIOR ART), a passive 
infrared detector 10 focused on a region 12 in Which a bullet 
14 in ?ight is expected to be located. The passive infrared 
detector 10 is coupled to a data processor 16. The data 
processor 16 records successive image frames received from 
the detector 10. As shoWn in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, succes 
sive images are processed to almost completely cancel out 
background infrared radiation 18a, 18b, 18c, 18d present in 
the region, leaving substantially only a series of spots 20a, 
20b, 20c, 20d representing a composite image of the bullet 
14 over several image frames. HoWever, the series of spots 
20a, 20b, 20c, 20d alone is not adequate to represent a 
unique bullet track solution since multiple bullet track 
solutions Will produce successive images having substan 
tially similar spots. 
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[0008] As shoWn in FIG. 3, Which is a overhead vieW of 
the “region” depicted in FIGS. 1, 2A and 2B, the distance 
betWeen the ?rst spot 2011 and the second spot 20b represents 
a ?rst angular distance Gab from the perspective of the 
infrared detector 10. The distance betWeen the second spot 
20b and the third spot 200 represents a second angular 
distance She, and the distance betWeen the third spot 20c and 
the fourth spot 20d represents a third angular distance God. 
The angular distances Gab, 0w God alone are not adequate to 
represent a unique bullet track solution since multiple bullet 
track solutions 22, 24, 26 Will produce spots having sub 
stantially similar angular distances Gab, 0km, God. The exem 
plary bullet track solutions 22, 24, 26 shoWn represent a 
much larger actual set of shot origins and directions of ?re 
With respect to the position of the infrared detector 10 that 
Would produce a bullet track solution having spots With 
substantially similar angular distances Gab, 0km, 06d. Thus, 
Without additional information, such as time of ?re (or the 
amount of time that the bullet Was in ?ight prior to the 
infrared detector 10 detecting the ?rst spot 2011), it is not 
possible to determine Which bullet track solution is the 
correct or most accurate solution. 

[0009] The Karr patent suggests measuring the intensity of 
infrared radiation emitted from the bullet 14, and determin 
ing the path of the bullet 14 by measuring changes in the 
intensity of infrared radiation emitted from the bullet 14 as 
the bullet 14 travels through the region 12. 

[0010] HoWever, since bullets are relatively small, each 
pixel of the camera sensor “sees” the bullet as Well as its 
background. Thus, the measured intensity of infrared radia 
tion for each pixel of each bullet spot is a combination of the 
background radiation intensity and the bullet radiation inten 
sity. Since the background radiation of the image can and 
Will change from portion to portion of the image of the 
region, as Well as from time to time depending on environ 
mental conditions, the measured changes in intensity re?ect 
both changes in the bullet intensity and changes in the 
background intensity. The Karr patent does not teach hoW to 
measure only the intensity of infrared radiation emitted from 
the bullet 14, as the sensor 10 measures infrared radiation 
that is a blended function of both the bullet 14 and the 
background. Because of the blended nature of the measured 
infrared radiation, simple frame differencing Will not pro 
duce an accurate measure of the infrared radiation emitted 
by the bullet 14, and, therefore, cannot be used to accurately 
determine changes in the intensity of infrared radiation 
emitted from the bullet. Thus, the issue of determining the 
path of a bullet by measuring changes in the intensity of 
infrared radiation emitted from the bullet is left unresolved. 

[0011] Therefore, there is a need for a system and method 
for determining the track of a projectile, such as a bullet, 
using the thermal signature of the projectile (the intensity of 
the infrared radiation emitted from by the projectile inde 
pendent of the background radiation), Which alloWs deter 
mining the track of the projectile Without knoWing the time 
of ?ring of the bullet. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The present invention meets the aforementioned 
needs, and others. Exemplary embodiments of the invention 
provide a system and method for tracking projectiles by their 
thermal signatures. As used herein, the term “projectile” 
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shall be understood to include bullets as Well as artillery 
shells, missiles, and other objects that exhibit the character 
istics consistent With a bullet in ?ight. In one embodiment, 
a high speed infrared camera feeds images to a digital image 
processor and a command and control computer. Software 
identi?es objects With characteristics consistent With a pro 
jectile in ?ight, and determines a projectile track solution, 
including the location from Which the projectile Was ?red. 
Information on tracked projectiles is transmitted to other 
sensors or actuators by a variety of methods, including Local 
Area Networks (LAN’s), Wireless LAN’s, Personal Digital 
Assistants (PDA’s) and other similar devices. The system 
may be mounted on a variety of platforms, including sta 
tionary, vehicles, aerial vehicles, Watercraft, etc. 

[0013] Generally described, the invention alloWs deter 
mining the track of a projectile using a thermal signature of 
the projectile. A system according to the invention includes 
an infrared sensor, a database component, and a processing 
component. The infrared sensor acquires sequential infrared 
image frames. The database component relates projectile 
thermal signature values for pixel for projectile tracks 
detectable by the sensor. The processing component is 
operatively connected to the database component and the 
infrared sensor for: identifying a set of frames containing 
spots With characteristics consistent With a projectile in 
?ight; identifying at least one possible projectile track 
solution for the spots; determining a projectile thermal 
signature value for each pixel of each spot of the possible 
projectile track solution; and ascertaining Whether the deter 
mined projectile thermal signature substantially matches an 
actual projectile thermal signature from said database com 
ponent for a substantially similar projectile track. 

[0014] According to an aspect of the invention, the pro 
cessing component comprises a projectile detection element 
and a track determination element. The projectile detection 
element identi?es the frames containing spots With charac 
teristics consistent With a projectile in ?ight. The track 
determination element identi?es a possible projectile track 
solution, determines a projectile thermal signature value for 
the pixels of the spots given the possible projectile track 
solution, and ascertains Whether the determined signature 
matches an actual signature from the database. 

[0015] According to another aspect of the invention, iden 
tifying a set of frames containing spots With characteristics 
consistent With a projectile in ?ight includes identifying a 
series of spots over several frames that: are in a substantially 
straight line; have substantially similar spacing; and have 
spacing indicating a relatively fast moving object. Further, 
identifying a set of frames containing “projectile spots” may 
also include searching frames before and after the set of 
frames for additional spots along the substantially straight 
line, and including any frames containing the additional 
spots in the set of frames. 

[0016] According to another aspect of the invention, iden 
tifying a possible projectile track solution includes: deter 
mining a centroid position of each of the spots; determining 
the spacing of the spot centroid positions relative to each 
other; and identifying at least one possible solution for a 
projectile track that Would produce a projectile track having 
matching spot centroid positions. 

[0017] Determining a projectile thermal signature value 
for each pixel of each spot of the possible solution may 
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include: determining a measured brightness value for each 
pixel of each spot; determining a background brightness 
value for each pixel of each spot; and determining a pro 
jectile thermal signature value for each pixel of each spot by 
applying a predetermined blending function for each pixel of 
each spot of the possible projectile track solution to the 
measured brightness values and the average background 
brightness values. More speci?cally described, the prede 
termined blending function is a second-order Taylor Series 
expansion of the measured brightness value into intensity of 
the infrared radiation attributable to the projectile and the 
intensity of the infrared radiation attributable to the back 
ground. 

[0018] According to yet another aspect of the invention, 
the system further has a graphical user interface component 
operatively connected to the processing component for 
presenting a ?nal projectile track solution to a user. 

[0019] The system may also have a visible light sensor 
positioned so as to have a ?eld of vieW that overlaps a ?eld 
of vieW of the infrared sensor. The visible light sensor Would 
be operatively connected to the graphical user interface 
component, and the graphical user interface component 
Would be further for overlaying an infrared image from the 
infrared sensor With a visible image from the visible light 
sensor for providing the user With a visible light context for 
the infrared image. 

[0020] The system may still further have a position/direc 
tion component positioned adjacent to the infrared sensor. 
The position/ direction component Would be operatively con 
nected to the processing component for providing the actual 
global position and direction of the infrared sensor to the 
processing component, so that the processing component 
can provide an actual global projectile track solution, includ 
ing the actual global location of the point from Which the 
projectile Was ?red. 

[0021] The system may further have an active target 
designator unit operatively connected to the processing 
component for designating and tracking the projectile using 
the ?nal projectile track solution. 

[0022] Advantageously, the steps of the invention are 
e?iciently and effectively performed on the processing com 
ponent. Therefore, another aspect of the invention is a 
computer readable medium having computer executable 
instructions for performing a method for determining the 
track of a projectile using a thermal signature of the pro 
jectile, as described above. 

[0023] Yet another aspect of the invention is a method for 
building a projectile thermal signature ?ngerprint record. 
The thermal signature ?ngerprint building method includes 
the steps of: (a) selecting an initial projectile track; (b) 
aiming the ?eld of vieW of an infrared sensor at a portion of 
a path of travel of the projectile track; (c) repeatedly 
shooting projectiles in the projectile track in a ?rst environ 
mental condition; (d) recording infrared images of the 
projectiles of step (c); (e) repeatedly shooting projectiles in 
the projectile track in a second environmental condition that 
has a substantially different ambient temperature from the 
?rst environmental condition; (f) recording infrared images 
of the projectiles of step (e); (g) determining a projectile 
thermal signature value for each pixel corresponding to a 
position along the projectile track; (h) moving the infrared 


















